That's all for this month.

What's next:

timely topics in between magazine editions and offer continuity of

in making this article available.

What's new:

7. Read the latest SN Plus article…and
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All four Key Areas of USDA Professional Standards can be found on the

on the progress that has been made over the past decade. 

while FNS works collaboratively on permanent standards that will build

Transitional Standards for Milk, Whole Grains and Sodium.

What's new:

6. SNA webinar: Transitional standards for
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SNF Needs YOU at ANC's Closing General Session in

“Fun-dation” Opportunity for #ANC22 Exhibitors!

Learn more
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and increase participation.

What’s all about:

Culinary Demonstrations
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events over the course of the conference. Review the

May 31.

Anyone accessing private exhibitor meeting rooms must be badged

outside of the meeting room) to ensure only companies that have paid for

County Convention Center (OCCC) to make them available to exhibitors

What’s new

Private Exhibitor Rooms and Affiliate Event Guidelines

#ANC22 opportunities

Industry Insider

experiences, views and responses to questions about DEIA from various

participate in the SNA’s future Diversity, Equity, Inclusion and Access

What’s new

3. Play an important role in SNA’s DEIA

What’s next:

physical activity by 2030.

Big picture:

income households across the country.

Women, Infants and Children (WIC), which continue to serve low-

the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), school meals

Go deeper:

pandemic-related

Meals Flexible Act (H.R. 6613), legislation that would extend critical

have joined together to send a letter to Congress urging strong support

extend waivers (help us by tweeting your

1 big thing. State affiliates urge Congress to

was down 17.76%, or 692,975,102 lunches, compared to SY2019-20.
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We’re pleased to share the latest Association and industry-related news.

Good afternoon!

Did You Know?